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Self Service Procedure 

 

Tire Cleaner is a low pressure solution designed to clean dirty 

 white walls and white letter tires. To apply Tire Cleaner, select  
 this service on the coin meter and wait for solution spraying 
 from the wand to turn green, then spray tires completely. After 

applying tire cleaner to all tires select PRESOAK on the coin meter and proceed 
with that cycle on the total surface  of the vehicle. This gives the tire cleaner time to  
loosen the film. After applying PRESOAK select the High Pressure Soap Cycle and  
hold the spray nozzle 1" one inch from the whitewall or white letters for maximum      
results. Clean the remaining tire holding the spray nozzle about 3" three inches 
from the surface.                                                                             
 

   
 Presoak is a low pressure solution specially formulated to help                               
 dissolve and loosen road film and other pollutants that your vehicle           
 may have encountered. To apply PRESOAK select this service                 
 on the coin meter and wait for the white bubbly solution to spray                   

 from the nozzle before applying to the vehicle. Apply to the entire vehicle starting                  
 at the bottom and working your way to the top. For stubborn areas you may want to          
 make a second application to insure effective cleaning. After covering the entire                 
 vehicle select HIGH PRESSURE SOAP                                                                           
 

 

High Pressure Soap is a high pressure service that uses  
special cleaners to remove the road film loosened by the  
PRESOAK cycle. To apply High Pressure Soap select this  
service on the coin meter and hold the spray nozzle 6” six 

inches from the body of the vehicle while squeezing the safety trigger. Wash the 
vehicle from the top to the bottom washing single sections at a time, such as one 
door or a fender. For cleaning stubborn areas you hold the spray nozzle 1" one 
inch from the surface. Areas that need additional help with cleaning, you may need 
to utilize the foaming brush that is available. If this is needed you should wash the 
foam brush head with the HIGH PRESSURE SOAP to help remove any debris that 
may have become lodged in the brush from previous users 
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  The Foaming Brush cycle utilizes a special brush wand with soft                                 
 hog’s hair  bristles to gently remove stubborn grime from your  
 vehicle’s  surface.  The foaming brush is much safer for the surface  
 than a sponge or a rag because the foam flowing through the bristles 

 helps to lift the loosened dirt above the painted surface and prevent scratching.  A  
 sponge or rag may hold the  dirt and can scratch the surface like fine sandpaper.  Prior  
 to using the  foam brush be sure to wash  the entire vehicle with High Pressure Soap  
 to  remove any mud or large particles.  Rinse the foam brush head then select this  
 service and remove the Foaming Brush from its holder.  When foam  begins to flow  
 start cleaning the vehicle with gentle circular motions. Use the Foaming Brush ONLY on  
 glass or painted surfaces.  DO NOT USE on  Wheels, Tires, Fender Wells or Engines  
 as this may gather dirt  within the bristles and be abrasive  to The painted surfaces. 
 
 
 
 

High Pressure Rinse is a high pressure service that continues       
the cleaning process by removing the film and debris that have      
been loosened by the previous wash cycles. It is important to        
thoroughly Rinse the vehicle after washing. Soap left on a  

vehicle is not any better for your vehicle than leaving dirt on it. To apply High Pressure     
Rinse, select this service on the meter and hold the spray nozzle 6" six inches from the 
body of the vehicle while squeezing the safety trigger.  Rinse the vehicle from the top to 
the bottom and rinse moldings and trim thoroughly 
   . 
   
 . 
 
 Triple Foam Conditioner is a low pressure cycle that utilizes a                          

special wand to apply the multicolor foaming conditioner to the                           
vehicle. The foaming conditioner is specially formulated to enhance                         
the shine of your vehicle. To use the Triple Foam Conditioner,                              

select this service on the coin meter and remove the Foaming Conditioner Wand from its                      
special holder. When foam begins flowing from the wand, you should start applying the                   
conditioner to the entire vehicle. After applying the conditioners to the entire vehicle, select                      
High Pressure Rinse and thoroughly rinse the entire vehicle. You will see a beautiful shine                          
on your vehicle's painted surfaces.  
 . 
  
 Spot Free Rinse is the final step in providing the ultimate clean car and                     

should ONLY be used after the vehicle has been rinsed with high                            
pressure.  Spot Free Rinse is purified water that removes the water used                        
in the wash process that may cause spotting. By utilizing this special                              

filtration system we are able to remove the chlorines, calcium, iron and other elements found                             
in the local water supplies that create spots on cars after washing. By applying Spot Free                       
Rinse to your vehicle after the wash process you will not need to towel dry your car. To apply                              
Spot Free Rinse, select this service and hold the spray nozzle 6" six inches from the                              
vehicle while squeezing the safety trigger.  Spot Free Rinse the entire vehicle  from the top to                    
the bottom  and rinse moldings and trim thoroughly. Your car will dry Spot Free.  
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